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   The Most-Superb  WISDOM  of/in   “1000 Months”   here!  (=97/1-3)             

«  on:   August  28,  2018  » 

 

 

Salaam/Peace to All, 
 

here we shall clearly Witness the  Most-Superb WISDOM  of/in this  Most-Specific  “1000 Months”   

Perfectly Emphasized by our LORD AL-LAH, from the very Beginning, here:   

  

=QURAN TESTAMENT  97/1-2-3-4-5        

 

and thus, here Again, we shall clearly and unmistakably Understand that  
 

the  One and Only GOD   (=AL-LAH)  has Sent-Down  "QURAN TESTAMENT"   

 

for the Eternal Salvation and Everlasting Benefits and Happiness of all Nations-Peoples of the World,             

for/in this Final Age now.  

 
 
 

 

So let us clearly Witness here these  Absolutely Most Essential Verses   

of/in  "QURAN TESTAMENT"  in this Respect, above,  

First of All, here thus:    

  

===============         

29-  And  every "intended-thing"  (=in arabic: kulla "shayin")   

We have  Precisely-COUNTED them  (as/in) "SCRIPTURE"  (=in Arabic: "KITABAN"  =  "QURAN TESTAMENT"  above). 

 

                     v v v v v v v v v v      

  

49-  Surely,  every "intended-thing"  (=here again, in arabic: kulla "shayin")   

We have Created them based on  "Perfect-MEASURING"  (=in Arabic:  bi"QADARIN")!  

            

                                                                            v v v v v v v v v v   

  



 

 

1-  We have sent-It-down in (a) Night of  "Perfect-MEASUREMENT"  (=in Arabic: "AL-QADR"). 
 

--------------- 

*so please, absolutely see again that  "Perfect-MEASURING"  (=in Arabic:  "QADAR")   

in the previous Verse above,   

in this Respect now, therein again.   

---------------   

 

2-  And what made you perceive what (a) Night of  "Perfect-MEASUREMENT"  (=in Arabic: "AL-QADR").   

 

3-  (The) Night of  "Perfect-MEASUREMENT"  (=in Arabic: "AL-QADR")  is Better than  “1000 Months”!       

 

                   v v v v v v v v v v       
 

 

30-  (For,) upon it (shall be)  "19"  --(as an Awesome Signature of                   
 

such a  "Perfect-MEASURING"  (=in Arabic:  "QADAR")   
 

and thereby also and Especially that  "Perfect-MEASUREMENT"  (=in Arabic:  "QADR")  above!             
    
 

 

QURAN TESTAMENT  78/29   >>   54/49   >>   97/1-2-3    >>>>    74/30  

===============      

 

 

So now, let us clearly see this  most-specific  “1000 Months”   

as Perfectly Emphasized  by our LORD AL-LAH in this above Verse therein (=97/3), 
 

in this Respect, now, First of All, here thus: 

 
 

So, due to the Fact that we have --(as/in “perfect average”)-- exactly “365.25” days  for/in each Year,  

according to/in our global Solar (=Sun based) Calendar,  
 

---------                               
*Because every regular/normal year consist of  “365 days”  and  a special/leap year consist of “366 days”  

in every other fourth Year therein;  so the “perfect average” thus always comes to  

365 + 365 + 365 + 366 / 4  =  exactly “365.25” days  for/in each Year therein, 

according to/in our global Solar (=Sun based) Calendar, above. 

---------  



   

 

So therefore, we have thus exactly  
 

“365.25” / 12  =  30.4375 days  for/in each Month, therein, 

 

and so Finally, when/if we multiply it by that most-specific  “1000”  above: 

 

30.4375 days   X   “1000”   =   30437.5  days                                              

                                 V 

                    Legitimately,                    
          in perfect round number                    
                 here:        

            30438  days!      

 

 

So thus Most MIRACULOUSLY we have 

 

              Perfect    “30438” days    in this most-specific  “1000 Months”  above,             
               vvvvvvvv 

                                            =19x… 

 

as it is Most Wisely, Clearly and Unmistakably Indicated by our LORD AL-LAH,  

in these above Verses, from the very Beginning, therein: 

 

QURAN TESTAMENT  54/49        >>        97/1-2-3         >>>          74/30-31             
            V                               V            V  

                   Perfect-Measuring       Perfect-Measurement                 
       =in arabic:                  =in arabic:                  

        “Qadar”        >>     “Qadr”             >>>          “19”                 

   

  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

And thereafter,   

now here also, due to the Fact that we have --(as/in “perfect maximum”)-- exactly “355” days  for/in a Year,  

according to/in our Jewish and Arabic Lunar (=Moon based) Calendars,  

 

---------                                
*Because that every common/regular year may consist of  “353  or  354  or  355  days”  in Jewish Calendar, 

and  “354  or  355  days”  in Arabic Calendar, 

therefore we cannot go with such a “perfect average” here, --(which would Perfectly cover both of them, above), 

as we rightfully did it with regard to our Global Solar (=Sun based) Calendar, above, in the first place. 
 

And because of this same reason again, we cannot go with a “perfect minimum” here, either,               
--(which would Perfectly cover both of them, above), 
 

so thereby, we can/should rightfully go most Sensibly/Ideally with “perfect maximum” (=i.e.  exactly “355” days  for/in a Year,  

with regard to our Jewish and Arabic Lunar (=Moon based) Calendars, above,  

--which would thus Perfectly cover both of them, above. 

---------  

   

So thereby, we have thus exactly  
 

“355” / 12  =  29.5833 days  for/in each Month, therein above; 

 

and so Finally, when/if we multiply it by that most-specific  “1000”  above: 

 

29.5833 days    X    “1000”       =      29583.3  days                                           

                                           V 

                  Legitimately,                   
             in perfect round number                   
                                  here:          

                    29583  days!      

 

So here Again,  

we have thus  Most MIRACULOUSLY  

 

                         Perfect    “29583” days    in this most-specific  “1000 Months”  above,            
                vvvvvvvv 



                                                      =19x… 

 

as it is Most Wisely, Clearly and Unmistakably Indicated by our LORD AL-LAH,  

here Again, in these above Verses, from the very Beginning, therein:   
 

 

QURAN TESTAMENT  54/49        >>        97/1-2-3         >>>          74/30-31!             
            V                               V            V  

                   Perfect-Measuring       Perfect-Measurement                 
        =in arabic:                  =in arabic:                  

        “Qadar”        >>     “Qadr”             >>>          “19”                 

 

   

 

========== 

*So in this Respect above, we should also absolutely note here, in the First place, the Fact that  

our LORD AL-LAH perfectly Approves  

our Global Solar (=Sun based) Calendar, above, 

for all Peoples/Nations of the World (=21/107-108), here thus: 

  

12-  And We have made the Night and the Day as two-Signs, 

and (then) We have dimmed the “Sign” (=i.e. “Moon”) of the Night,  

and We have made the “Sign” (=i.e. “Sun”) of the Day sight-giving, that you may seek provisions (therein)  

from your LORD,     

and that also you may know (therein primarily based upon that sight-giving  “Sun”  therein again)  

the Number of the Years  and  the Counting  --of our Global Solar (=“Sun” based) Calendar above--  thereof; ……………   
 

(QURAN TESTAMENT  17/12)  

 

And then again, our LORD AL-LAH thus also perfectly Approves  

our Jewish and Arabic Lunar (=Moon based) Calendars, above, 

--specifically for the “Children of Israel” (of/in Jerusalem-Israel) here (=QURAN TESTAMENT 5/43-45, 48, 68-69),  

and  

--specifically for the “Children of Ishmael” (of/in Makkah-Arabia) here (=QURAN TESTAMENT 2/125-129),    

 



 

here thus: 

 

5-  HE is The ONE Who has made the “Sun” a radiance, and the “Moon” a light,  

and also Perfectly-Measured its (=i.e. “Moon’s”) phases; that you may know (therein primarily based upon  

that phases of the “Moon” here)  

the Number of the Years  and  the Counting  --of our Jewish and Arabic Lunar (=“Moon” based) Calendars above--  thereof; ……………   

 

(QURAN TESTAMENT  10/5)  

===================== 

  

 

 

 

                 --continues in the next post-- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

So therefore, let us clearly Witness here 

the  Most-Superb WISDOM  of/in this  Most-Specific  “1000 Months”   

as it is clearly Emphasized by our LORD AL-LAH, from the very Beginning, therein above:  
 

=QURAN TESTAMENT  97/1-2-3 
 

in this  "Most MAGNIFICENT"  &  "Most EXCELLENT"  Manner, 
 

now here Again, in Perfect Succession here, Finally, thus: 

 

 

 with Regard to              with Regard to              
  our              our                     
.            Jewish & Arabic                                     Global              
   .     Lunar            Solar                 
.        (=“Moon” based)             (=“Sun” based)                
     Calendars                             Calendar                   

.                    V                       V 

            most-specific                  most-specific                

.        “1000 Months”               “1000 Months”             
        above:                      above: 

         V                       V 

 

         “29583”               “30438”              
       Days                 Days     

 

     x    1557 =                                    =1602  x     

 

     

                              And then                   
               here they are again,                   
                   all together,                    
                                Finally,                    
                  here also thus: 

 

“29583”          1557              1602          “30438”                    
    Days                          Days     



                                  = x…  

 

 

                      And thereafter                   
                     Again  

            --in exact opposite places here--                  
               V 

 (=“Sun” based)     <   >    (=“Moon” based)                     

.                Calendar                    Calendars                       

                  now here,                    
                            Perfectly                    
             again,                     
               here Also thus: 

 

 with Regard to              with Regard to              
  our              our                     
.                                   Global                Jewish & Arabic              
   .     Solar            Lunar              
 (=“Sun” based)             (=“Moon” based)               
      Calendar                             Calendars                   

.                    V                       V 

            most-specific                  most-specific                

.        “1000 Months”              “1000 Months”             
        above:                      above: 

         V                        V 

 

          “30438”               “29583”              
 .       Days                Days     

 

             =1602  x         x    1557=     

 

 

 



 

                              And then                   
               here they are again,                   
                   all together,                    
                                Finally,                    
                  here also thus: 

 

1602        “30438”              “29583”          1557                      
                Days        Days     

                       

                     = x… 

 

 

 

So, our LORD AL-LAH has thus perfectly Approved above 

 

             our Night of                            our Night of                 
.  "Perfect-MEASUREMENT"               "Perfect-MEASUREMENT"            
    =in Arabic:        --or/and--            =in Arabic:             
   "AL-QADR"          < also >           "AL-QADR"               
 (here = 97/1)                                                    (here = 97/2) 

           V                          V 

          with Regard to               with Regard to             
  our              our                    
.                                   Global                Jewish & Arabic             
   .     Solar            Lunar             
 (=“Sun” based)             (=“Moon” based)              
      Calendar                             Calendars                  
.                 above,                      above,    

(=QURAN TESTAMENT 17/12)                                                    (=QURAN TESTAMENT 10/5) 

 

 

by these Absolutely  "Most MAGNIFICENT"  &  "Most EXCELLENT"  Miracles   

as we have already clearly and unmistakably Witnessed them, in Perfect Succession above,  

in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely Corresponding/Complementary Excellent Orders, above. 

 

 



 

  

So now, we should also clearly See here  

that our LORD AL-LAH has thus already Most Wisely and Unmistakably Indicated to us  

also this most Curious and important Fact therein:  

 

= Our Night of "Perfect-MEASUREMENT" (=in Arabic: "AL-QADR")  

for/on those --Left  &  Right-- Each side above (=97/1 & 2) 

 

========== 

--(which are based on our  Global Solar (=“Sun” based) Calendar  --for/on  that Left side  above (=97/1)-- 

as it is perfectly Approved by our LORD AL-LAH here, in the first place, above  =QURAN TESTAMENT 17/12, 
 

and then also based on our Jewish & Arabic Lunar (=“Moon” based) Calendars  --for/on  that Right side  above (=97/2)--   

--as it is perfectly Approved by our LORD AL-LAH here again, in the first place, above  =QURAN TESTAMENT 10/5, 

========== 

         

would/shall/should be even “Better” (=in Arabic: “Khayrun”)   

than that most-specific  --(purely in Astro-Physical respect here)--  “1000 Months”   

therein above =QURAN TESTAMENT  97/1 & 2  >>  “3” 

 

So let us clearly Witness it, in this Respect now, here thus: 

 

First of all, due to the Fact that  

we have --(as/in “perfect mean-average”)-- precisely “365.24” days  for/in  each Astronomical - Solar Year,  

and  

we have --(as/in “perfect mean-average” again)-- precisely “354.37” days  for/in  each Astronomical - Lunar Year,    

 

==================                       

*Our LORD AL-LAH has thus also perfectly Approved  

Astronomical - Solar Year  --(which is based on perfect Astronomical/Physical position/property  

and related precise movements of our “Sun” therein), 

and also 

Astronomical - Lunar Year  --(which is based on perfect Astronomical/Physical position/property  

and related precise movements of our “Moon” therein), 
 

here thus: 

   

 



 

 

==================== 

96-  …… And  the “Sun”  and  the “Moon”  --(thus also and especially  

their Astronomical/Physical positions/properties and related specific Orbits therein: 36/38-39-40  

have been Created/Designated based on)--  “Precise-Calculation” (=in arabic: “Husbanan”   

therein in Heaven/Sky); 

(for,) This is the Perfect-Measurement (=in arabic: “Taqdeer” therein) of The Most-HIGH, The Best-KNOWER (AL-LAH)!       
 

 

QURAN TESTAMENT    6/96               >>           54/49                   
                 V        V                    
           Perfect-Measurement    Perfect-Measuring                 
          =in arabic:                       =in arabic:                  
          “Taqdeer”       >>         “Qadar”                        

   ^     ^ 
 

==================== 

     

 

So therefore, now also here, we have thus exactly  
 

“365.24” / 12  =  30.4367 days  for/in each Month therein,  
 

of/in an Astronomical - Solar Year, above,  

  

and so Finally, here again, when/if we multiply it by that most-specific  “1000”  above: 

 

30.4367 days   X   “1000”       =      30436.7  days                                              

                                         V 

         Legitimately,                                                        
.      in perfect round number                   
              here:     

                  30437  days!      
             

         --and then--                                                                   
.                       also 

 

                  V 

           Lawfully,                     
.       in perfect round number                   
               here:   

       30436  days!       

 



 

So we have thus (Legitimately) perfect  “30437” days  (=Maximum) 

and then also           (Lawfully) perfect  “30436” days   (=Minimum)   in this most-specific  “1000 Months”  above. 

 

 

 

And thereafter,  

now also here, we have thus exactly  
 

“354.37” / 12  =  29.5308 days  for/in each Month therein,  
 

of/in an Astronomical - Lunar Year, above, 

 

and so Finally, here again, when/if we multiply it by that most-specific  “1000”  above: 

 

29.5308 days   X   “1000”       =      29530.8 days                                              

                                         V 

         Legitimately,                                                        
.      in perfect round number                   
              here:     

                  29531  days!      
             

         --and then--                                                                   
.                       also 

 

                  V 

           Lawfully,                     
.       in perfect round number                   
               here:   

       29530  days!       

       

 

So here again, 

we have thus (Legitimately) perfect  “29531” days  (=Maximum)  

and then also       (Lawfully) perfect  “29530” days   (=Minimum)   in this most-specific  “1000 Months”  above. 

 

So now, let us rightfully compare them with those most-specific  “1000 Months”  

which we have Witnessed  --for/in our Night of "Perfect-MEASUREMENT" (=in Arabic: "AL-QADR")  

for/on those --Left  &  Right-- Each side, at the very beginning, therein above (=97/1 & 2)--   
 

and thus find out exactly how much “Better” (=in Arabic: “Khayrun”) they are  

than these most-specific --(purely in Astro-Physical respect here)--  “1000 Months”  (=97/3)    

which we have Witnessed above,  



 

now here, Finally, thus: 

 

 

             our Night of                                     our Night of              .        
.  "Perfect-MEASUREMENT"               "Perfect-MEASUREMENT"             
  .  =in Arabic:       --or/and--          =in Arabic:              
    "AL-QADR"          < also >         "AL-QADR"                 .                       
.          (here = 97/1)                                                   (here = 97/2) 

  V                          V 

 with Regard to              with Regard to              
  our              our                     
.            Jewish & Arabic                                     Global              
   .     Lunar            Solar              
 (=“Moon” based)             (=“Sun” based)                
      Calendars                           Calendar                   

.                    V                       V 

            most-specific                  most-specific                

.        “1000 Months”                      “1000 Months”             
        above:                      above: 

         V                       V 

          “29583”               “30438”              
 .      Days                 Days  

      _                   _ 

     

  with Regard to               with Regard to                 
.       Astronomical-Lunar          Astronomical-Solar             
 (=“Moon” based)                        (=“Sun” based)                
      Reckoning                           Reckoning                   

.                     V                       V 

            most-specific                  most-specific                

.        “1000 Months”              “1000 Months”             
        above:                      above: 

         V                       V 

              (Minimum)                            (Minimum) 

         “29530”               “30436”              
       Days                 Days  

          

         The Difference              The Difference               
       above:            above: 

 

                    V               V 

          “53”                              “2”              
       Days                 Days  



               V               V 

 

              “Better”                     “Better”              
   =in arabic:                                                                                               =in arabic:                 
.           “Khayrun”          “Khayrun”                
.            than those           than those 

 most-specific                  most-specific                 
.    Astronomical-Lunar           Astronomical-Solar              

.      “1000 Months”              “1000 Months”             
      above,                       above,                         

                here!                        here!                        

(=97/“1”  >>  3)            <    >           (=97/“2”  <<  3)          

                     = x… 

 

 

                       And thereafter                   
                     Again  

            --in exact opposite places here--                  
               V 

 (=“Sun” based)     <   >    (=“Moon” based)                     

.                Calendar                    Calendars                       

                  now here,                    
                            Perfectly                    
             again,                     
              here Also thus: 

 

 V                          V 

with Regard to              with Regard to              
  our              our                     
.                                  Global                        Jewish & Arabic              
   .     Solar            Lunar              
 (=“Sun” based)             (=“Moon” based)               
      Calendar                            Calendars                   

.                    V                       V 

            most-specific                  most-specific                

.        “1000 Months”              “1000 Months”             
        above:                      above: 

         V                       V 



          “30438”               “29583”              
 .      Days                 Days  

      _                   _ 

    

 with Regard to               with Regard to                 
.      Astronomical-Solar          Astronomical-Lunar             
 (=“Sun” based)                       (=“Moon” based)              
      Reckoning                           Reckoning                   

.                     V                       V 

            most-specific                  most-specific                

.        “1000 Months”              “1000 Months”             
        above:                      above: 

         V                       V 

             (Maximum)                            (Maximum) 

         “30437”               “29531”              
       Days                 Days  

          

         The Difference:              The Difference                
       above:                      above: 

 

                    V               V 

           “1”                             “52”              
        Day                 Days  

               V               V 
 

              “Better”                     “Better”              
   =in arabic:                                                                                               =in arabic:                 
.           “Khayrun”          “Khayrun”                
.            than those           than those 

 most-specific                  most-specific                 
.    Astronomical-Solar           Astronomical-Lunar              

.      “1000 Months”              “1000 Months”             
      above,                       above,                         

                here!                        here!                  

(=97/“1”  >>  3)          <       >           (=97/“2”  <<  3)     

 

                   = x… 



  
 

by All of these Absolutely Most Wise  and  Perfect "Creation Designs" of our LORD AL-LAH,  
 

from the very Beginning, again --(as we have already clearly Witnessed it  

in the very first place)-- above: 
 

 

QURAN TESTAMENT  54/49        >>        97/1 & 2 > 3         >>>          74/30-31!            
            V                               V                   V  

                   Perfect-Measuring       Perfect-Measurement                 
       =in arabic:                  =in arabic:                  

        “Qadar”        >>     “Qadr”                   >>>      “19”                 

 

 

*So we shall clearly Witness all of these absolutely most Essential and important Verses above,             

manifestly and openly, again, in its Entirety, in the next and final posts here.  

 

 

 

 

        --continues in the next post-- 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

So now, let us clearly Witness these  Absolutely MOST-MIRACULOUS Verses 

of/in  "QURAN TESTAMENT",  in this Respect, above,  

in Perfect Order, here Again, Finally, thus: 

 

 

===============         

47-  (For,) certainly, the Guilty are   

 

               because of their such                     because of their such               
 ignorant, arrogant and hostile rejection    ignorant, arrogant and hostile rejection             .                  
    (of the "Signs" = 22/72 = 29/47)        (of the "Signs" = 22/72 = 29/49) 

  

        --of  the “Left” side  above--                             --of  the “Right” side  above--   
 

               in "error,"                              and (in) "folly!" 

        
 

48-  The Day when --(here in this Case now:  85/4-10  >  4/17-18)--    

they will be dragged --(in the Hereafter)-- upon their faces (therein) into the Fire:  
 

(And it will be Said to them:  Taste the agony of the “Uprooter”  (=in Arabic:  “Saqar”   

=  a most specific reference to "19" Coded, most Superb  matchless  "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES"   
 

as it is --(purely in Allegorical sense therein)-- named Most Specifically as:  “Saqar”    

in the very first place, therein  =74/26-27-28-29-30-31)-- 
  

----------------- 

(*So we shall clearly Witness this most Significant and important term: “Saqar”  above 

also in the very Final Post here, in this Respect again above,  

Most-Clearly and Manifestly, in the very first place, therein  =QURAN TESTAMENT  74/26-27-28-29-30-31 

-----------------    

   

49-  (For,) surely,  every "intended-thing"  (=in arabic: kulla "shayin")   

We have Created them based on   

--"19" Coded--  "Perfect-MEASURING"  (=in Arabic:  bi"QADARIN") --(above)!  
 

            

                                      v v v v v v v v v v   

  

 



 

1-  (For,) We have sent-It-down in (a) Night of   

--"19" Coded--  "Perfect-MEASUREMENT"  (=in Arabic: "AL-QADR") --(again above), 
 

 

--due to/on  that “Left” side  above--                    

                    with Regard to                           
            our                      
             Global                                     
           Solar                        
    (=“Sun” based)                          
         Calendar                                            
                             therein!                

 

2-  And what made you perceive what (a) Night of   

--"19" Coded--  "Perfect-MEASUREMENT"  (=in Arabic: "AL-QADR") --(again above),  

 
--due to/on  that “Right” side  above--           

                             with Regard to              
                   our                     
.                                                     Jewish & Arabic              
   .                    Lunar                
                          (=“Moon” based)               
                           Calendars                 
                                  therein!       

 

3-  (The) Night of  --"19" Coded--  "Perfect-MEASUREMENT"  (=in Arabic: "AL-QADR") --(above), 

=i.e.  for/on those  --Left  &  Right--  Each side therein above (=97/1 & 2) 
 

is Better (=in arabic: Khayrun) than                       

--(in purely Astro-Physical respect here again)--  “1000 Months”  

 

--(as we have already clearly and unmistakably Witnessed it  

for/on those  --Left  &  Right--  Each side therein above (=97/1 & 2) 

in the previous post above!)--   

 

4-  (For/And) the Angels and the “Spirit” (=i.e. “Gabriel” -PbuH- here: 16/102  >  2/97-98   

or/and  “DIVINE-INSPIRATION” here: 16/2  >  42/52-53)  

comes down therein, by the Permission of their LORD, --(thus to Carry out  or/and  to Fulfill)-- every Command.      

 

5-  Peaceful it is until the advent of the Dawn!                                              
 

 

QURAN TESTAMENT  97/1-2-3-4-5  



 

 

So henceforth, all truthful Believers from among all Nations/Peoples of the World,  

and from among all Jews (=Children of Israel) and all Arabs (=Children of Ishmael) above,     

whoever wholeheartedly believes in and truthfully serves AL-LAH above,     

by  never setting-up-any-"partner" with HIM  

 

=i.e. here Again, first of all,   
 

absolutely  no "partner"   in HIS "ONENESS,"  here:         = QURAN TESTAMENT  112/1-2-3-4   &   42/11,  

absolutely  no "partner"  in HIS "SOVEREIGNTY,"  here:     = QURAN TESTAMENT  17/111   &   19/65,  

absolutely  no "partner"  in HIS "JUDGEMENTS,"  here:       = QURAN TESTAMENT  18/26   &   4/105   &   6/114-115, 

  

shall thus be Granted by our Most BENEVOLENT & Most GENEROUS LORD AL-LAH above, 

 

with Regard to              with Regard to              
  our              our                     
.                                  Global                        Jewish & Arabic              
   .     Solar            Lunar              
 (=“Sun” based)             (=“Moon” based)               
      Calendar                            Calendars                   

.                    V                       V 

            most-specific                  most-specific               

 “1000 Months”                “1000 Months”             
        above:                      above: 

         V                       V 

          “30438”               “29583”              
 .      Days                 Days  

    =19x…                =19x…   

 

Worth of such Most-Bountiful & Most-Plentiful Credit, and Everlasting Awesome-Reward  

in this Most Blessed Night of  "Perfect-MEASUREMENT"  (=in Arabic: "AL-QADR")   

--due to/on those  --Left  &  Right--  Each side therein above  (=97/1  &  2   >>  3)-- 

from now on, and Forever, inshaAL-LAH.   

 

QURAN TESTAMENT  97/1-2-3-4-5   >>   39/33-34-35 

============================= 



 

 

 

So now, let us clearly Witness here  

this Most Important and Essential  Chapter "74"  of/in  "QURAN TESTAMENT"   

--(wherein this  MIRACLE "19"  is most Clearly and unmistakably Referred to  

and manifestly and perfectly Described therein),   
 

also in this Respect above now, Finally, now here thus:   

 

 

 

******************************************************************************************* 
 

 

 "QURAN TESTAMENT"                                         

.        Chapter No. "74"   

          

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  24-  And he (=i.e. a disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person) said:  
 

"This (=QURAN TESTAMENT) is nothing except an ancient Magic." 
 

25-  "This is nothing except a (fabricated) Saying of a human-being."  
 

26-  (AL-LAH said): So (now) I will get him into Uprooter   

--(thereby thus to absolutely Prove it and Make it Manifest unto the whole World  

that "QURAN TESTAMENT"  is definitely Not a man-made Message,  

as that disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person erroneously claimed above,  
 

but it is absolutely most Superb and matchless Word of AL-LAH here =17/88)!                                                     
 
 

27-  So what made you know what an Uprooter.                                                                                                  
 
28-  It does not let-last  --(but exclusively and only  in "allegorical/intellectual" sense  here,              
utterly-eradicates  any disbelief and skepticism                      

*as it is already ignorantly put forth by that disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person therein, --in Verse No. 24  above), 

by those Perfect MIRACLES  on  the “Left” side  above)--  
 

and It does not let-stay  --(but exclusively and only  in "allegorical/intellectual" sense  here again,             
utterly-devastates  any disbelief and skepticism                      

*as it is already ignorantly put forth by that disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person therein, again, --in Verse No. 25  above), 

by those Perfect MIRACLES  on  the “Right” side  above)--   
 

 

 



 

29-  (For, it presents such MOST-MIRACULOUS) "Tables"                        

--(due to/on  that “Left” side   &   due to/on  that “Right” side  above)-- for the Humanity.                       
                                                                                                                                   
  

30-  Upon it (shall be)  "19!" 

 
*as we have already clearly and unmistakably Witnessed  

its  Absolutely  MOST AWESOME  Fulfillment  here:  

 

 

  --due to/on  the “Left” side  above--                         --due to/on  the “Right” side  above--   
 

                     with Regard to            with Regard to               
    our              our               
       .                                  Global              Jewish & Arabic               
     .     Solar           Lunar               
   (=“Sun” based)           (=“Moon” based)              
         Calendar        Calendars                   

   .                   V              V      

                         most-specific        most-specific                

           “1000 Months”             “1000 Months”              
          above:             above:     

                            V                        V 
 

                         Perfect                                                                  Perfect 

                    “30438”                “29583”              
   .      Days                  Days  

         =19x…         =19x…   

 

                                                        

in such a perfectly parallel  and  absolutely Corresponding/Complementary  Excellent Orders        therein,  
 

in all of those  "19" Coded,  Absolutely  MOST AWESOME  “Symmetrical Miracles”   
 

--(as all of them Manifestly and Openly presented, in Perfect Succession therein, in the very first posts) above,  

 

in this Final Age now.)  

 

 

 



 

 

31-  For We have made the guardians of the hellfire to be Angels;  
 

and We did not make their Number (=i.e. that  "19"   

as it is already clearly and unmistakably Pointed Out in the previous Verse therein above)-- 

except as a Test for those who have rejected; 
 

  
=so that those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs) shall attain-Certainty,  
 

=and those who have Faith (among/in all Nations-Peoples, Worldwide) shall increase in Faith,  
 

=and so that those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs)  
 

=and the Faithful (among/in all Nations-Peoples, Worldwide) shall not have any doubt,  
 

 

and so that those who have a sickness in their hearts and the rejecters shall say: 

"What is it that AL-LAH has (Really) Meant by this  "Allegory"  --(already Cited   

in those most specific  "26-30th  Verses"  above.) 
  
 

Thus, AL-LAH will Send astray whoever wishes (to go astray)                   

--thus especially, due to/on  the “Left” side  of those 

"19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17  >>  26-27-28-29-"30"-31)           
 

above now-- (=29/"47"),     
                                       (Signs > Ayat)   

 

and HE will Guide whoever wishes (to go guided)                      

--thus especially, due to/on  the “Right” side  of those                       
 

"19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17  >>  26-27-28-29-"30"-31)                 
 

above now-- (=29/"49")!     
                                       (Signs > Ayat)   

 

  

And none know the Forces of your LORD except HIM;  
 

and "It" (=i.e.  that "Uprooter" again, as clearly Pointed Out  
 

in the above  "26-30th  Verses")--  is but a  “Reminder”  (=“Dhikra”)  for all Humanity!  

 

…………………..  

 
 

 

 

 



 

 

49-  But what is (amiss) with them                        

that they (still) turn away from  “the Reminding”  (=“al-TaDhkirah”)  --(empasized at the end of             

Verse No. 31 above). 
 
 

50-  As if they were frightened "Zebras,"   
  

51-  Fleeing from a "Lion" --(which has absolutely  "19"  &  "19"  chromosomes,                

as in  perfect "pairs"  therein again)!    

 

52-  Alas, every one of them requires that "he" (=i.e.  this  "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"    
 

========== 

=i.e.  "he" is the long awaited and anticipated Messiah and Mahdee descendant of   

Prophet David and Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Both of Them),   

as clearly Foretold in all of their such Most Miraculous Prophecies,  

from the very beginning, here:   

  

Most Prominent "19"  of/in  “QURAN TESTAMENT”  and  of/in  “PSALMS-ZABOOR!” 

 The Most-Miraculous  Prophecies  of  Prophet David (PbuH)  therein; 

19covenant19.com/Most_Prominent_19_in_QURAN TESTAMENT_and_in_PSALMS-ZABOOR_pdf 
 

 

Most Essential "19"  of/in  “QURAN TESTAMENT”  and  of/in  “QURAN!” 

 The Most-Miraculous  Prophecies  of  Prophet Muhammad (PbuH)  therein; 

19covenant19.com/Most_Essential_19_in_QURAN TESTAMENT_and_in_QURAN_pdf 

==========   

 

be given disseminated Pages --(from Heaven/Sky now  =17/93-96)!  
 

 
53-  No, they do not fear the Hereafter. (=75/20-21- …… -34-35) 
 

54-  No, it is a  “Reminding”  (=“al-TaDhkirah”) --(as empasized at the end of  

Verse No. 31 again above). 
 

55-  So whoever wishes will  “take-Reminder”  therefrom --(as clearly Pointed Out at the very end of  

Verse No. 31 again above)!  

 

56-  But none will  “take-Reminder”  except if AL-LAH wills   

--(when/if HE finds true Love and Sincerity and deep Devotion to HIM  

in the hearts, minds and souls of HIS Servants here, in the first place  =42/13-14-15-16).  
 



 

(For) HE (Alone) is --(especially, because of their such sincere Belief and Righteous-Deeds               

due to/on  the “Left” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17  >>  26-27-28-29-"30"-31)          
 

above now: 29/"47"   =   32/"15-16-17")--  Source  of  Salvation; .                    
.                 (Signs > Ayat)     (Signs > Ayat)                                     
 

 

and --(especially, because of their such sincere Belief and Righteous-Deeds                  

due to/on  the “Right” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17  >>  26-27-28-29-"30"-31)            
 

above now: 29/"49"   =   32/"15-16-17")--  Source  of  Forgiveness!                  
  .     (Signs > Ayat)     (Signs > Ayat)        

 

 

*as we have already clearly and unmistakably Witnessed  

its  Absolutely  MOST AWESOME  Fulfillment  here:  

 

 

  --due to/on  the “Left” side  above--                         --due to/on  the “Right” side  above--     
 

                     with Regard to            with Regard to               
    our              our               
       .                                  Global              Jewish & Arabic               
     .     Solar           Lunar               
   (=“Sun” based)           (=“Moon” based)              
         Calendar        Calendars                   

   .                   V              V      

                         most-specific        most-specific                

           “1000 Months”              “1000 Months”              
          above:             above:     

                            V                        V 
 

                         Perfect                                                                  Perfect 

                    “30438”                “29583”              
   .      Days                   Days  

         =19x…         =19x…   

 

                                                        

in such a perfectly parallel  and  absolutely Corresponding/Complementary  Excellent Orders        therein,  
 

in all of those  "19" Coded,  Absolutely  MOST AWESOME  “Symmetrical Miracles”   



 

 

--(as all of them Manifestly and Openly presented, in Perfect Succession therein, in the very first posts) above,  

 

in this Final Age now.)  

   

 

 

QURAN TESTAMENT  Chapter No. "74,"   Verses No. "24- …… 30-31,   49- …… 55-56"     

********************************************************************************************        

  

 

 

Remain in Peace/Salaam.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

And  he  who  came  with  The TRUTH, 
and  those  who  verified-it-as-TRUE, 
they  are  the Righteous. =39/33, ....      

 


